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Hope/Carnfeldt GL 291 On-Line for Scantext Futuro NEWS Upgraded

In the beginning of 2001 Echo Graphic has received information about film jam on Hope/Carnfeldt GL 291
on-line processors for Scantext Futuro NEWS imagesetters. In co-operation with Scangraphic, Echo Graphic
has carried out tests in order to solve the problem. The jam is caused by incorrect dfp-settings/parameters on
imagesetters equipped with Futuro software version 3.20B09 or a newer version.

Incorrect dfp-settings/parameters can result in:

• Film overlap in the conveyor.
• Unnecessary overload of gear wheels and rollers in the conveyor.
• Problems with the error “Media not complete in drum” at the Scantext Futuro NEWS.
• Reduced capacity of the system (fewer films per hour).

The correct settings/parameters are as follows:

Parameter #32 value ”80” Waiting time for start of the on-line conveyor in 1/128 sec.
This waiting time prevents that the on-line conveyor pulls in the film to
early.

Parameter #384 value “1” Duration of cut signal to on-line processor in 1/128 sec.
The value “1” gives cut pulse duration of 7.8 msec.

Parameter #411 value max. “2600” with Hope/Carnfeldt on-line processor/conveyor

Length of the material feed in 1/10 mm which the imagesetter feeds immediately
after a cut, without waiting for a ready signal from the on-line conveyor.

If this material feed is to long the next film will engage the first conveyor
rollers before the previous film has cleared the two sets of rollers controlled
by conv. motor 1. This will, depending on developing time and film length,
result in overlapping film, wear on conveyor rollers as well as damage to
conveyor timing belt and pulleys.

If this material feed is not long enough the last piece of two films in a double
trunk job is not allowed to clear the exposure area in the Scantext Futuro
NEWS. Therefore, the exposure of the next job cannot start before the
previous film has passed the conveyor switch. ...
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With the correct value, the last two films in a double trunk job will be clear of
the exposure area in the Scantext Futuro NEWS so that the next exposure
can start immediately after cutting a double trunk job. This will take place
while one previous film is entering the processor and the second previous film
waits at the conveyor switch for the processor input to clear.

Parameter #412 value “2500”
Frequency for feed motor in Scantext Futuro NEWS in Hz. The value “2500”
gives a Scantext Futuro NEWS speed of 6.25 m/min. The conveyor speed is
adapted to the Futuro speed with P2 on the Hope/Carnfeldt on-line processor
interface PCB.

Please note that a trained service engineer from Monotype or Scangraphic should perform all changes to
dfp-settings/parameters.

Conveyor Configuration
In order to make the timing belt pull more sturdy in error situations the conveyor can be modified with
#129255 metal timing belt pulley mounted with #448507 one way bearing. (Most processors already working
up to 90 sheets per hour should already have this pulley installed). Processors working with Scantext Futuro
NEWS should also have interface PCB #454659.

A timer at the interface PCB analyses the feed signal from the Scantext Futuro NEWS to determine if a long
film has been exposed. If a film is detected as being long, the cut light on the processor panel will stay on until
the film has passed the conveyor switch. This timer is preadjusted from our factory to 5 sec. on P3, which is
mounted above the interface PCB. P3 is sealed. In some cases it may be an advantage to adjust this timer
shorter in order to prevent collisions when a long exposure follows a double trunk job. This may be done by
adjusting P3 and perhaps fitting a 22K resistor parallel to R9, which will decrease the time further.

If necessary an upgrade kit (bearings and interface PCB) can be ordered free of charge for all Hope/Carnfeldt
GL 291 on-line processors for Scantext Futuro NEWS, which are still covered by our warranty and which
show the above symptoms. Please remember to inform us the serial number when ordering.

Enclosed please find Scangraphic’s  service information no. 02/2001. For additional information please do
not hesitate to contact Echo Graphic A/S.
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